SimWings Community Support Project
www.simwingssupport.com
Guidelines For Pilots In Simwings GA Group Flights…
Reasons for guidelines: We want everyone to have fun! We also make no bones about the primary purpose
of our group flights being to raise funds for the project. The vast majority of this comes from online
donations during live YouTube streams. Those viewers are the people we HOPE to keep entertained enough,
that they might choose to donate. This means we do not want the group to fragment or appear totally
disorganised, even if we are
So we need to maintain the best structure we can, while also remaining loose
enough to enjoy ourselves. This is a fine balance.
Please read ALL information supplied, including the ‘Events page’ on the Simwings website, the ‘groupflightresources’ section on Discord and any emails sent out prior to the flight.
Please download, install and TEST any required files in plenty of time prior to flight.
Please learn at least the basics of the aircraft of choice. Preferably more
Please test your CSL files (if using X-Plane) and your vatsim client BEFORE turning up for the flight.
Please use ONLY the chosen aircraft for this flight unless absolutely necessary. If for some reason you
cannot, then please obtain prior agreement before the flight. Aspects of the flight may depend on using a
given aircraft.
Please do not leave your assigned parking slot/gate or ramp until your correct ‘off block’ time unless asked
to do so by group leaders. Aircraft moving around a restricted apron or disappearing to do circuits etc, makes
an organised assembly and departure almost impossible.
Please be sure to set a PTT (push-to-talk) button for transmitting audio.
Please keep your audio transmissions BRIEF and try not to speak over each other. There are times when
group leaders NEED to speak to the group.
Please do not use profanities on the air. The flight is being streamed live on multiple YouTube channels.
Please do not contact ATC unless agreed that individual aircraft should do so – we usually designate a single
pilot for all ATC coms.
Thank you for your understanding.
Sincerely,

Simwings Support Staff

